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March 20, 2012 

Dr. John Haigh, Chief, Performance and Accountability Branch (PAB)  
Division of Academic and Technical Education (DATE) 
Office of Vocational and Adult Education (OVAE) U.S. Department of Education (ED) 
Potomac Center Plaza, 550 12th Street, SW, Room 11023 
Washington, DC 20202-7241 
 
Dear Dr. Haigh: 

On behalf of the State Superintendent of Education, Hosanna Mahaley Johnson, and the District of 

Columbia State Office for Career and Technical Education (DC SOCTE), I am pleased to present the 

enclosed Consolidated Annual Performance, Accountability, & Financial Status Report For State-

Administered Career-Technical Education Programs Under the Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical 

Education Act of 2006 (P.L. 109-270), Program Year 2010-2011. 

Submitted in fulfillment of the requirements set forth in §113(c) of the Carl D. Perkins Act (“Perkins IV”), 

and §§ 840 and 841 of the Education Department General Administration Regulations (EDGAR) [34 CFR 

§80.40(b) (1) and §80.41(b) (4)], the report is comprised of four major components: 

•  Financial Status Reports (SF 269) on State expenditures under Title I and Title II; 

•  Career Technical Education Student Enrollment Reports, secondary and postsecondary; 

•  Career Technical Education Accountability Reports, covering all core indicators performance; and, 

• a summary Narrative, covering activities during PY 2011. 

Please let me know if you would like any additional information or clarification.  Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

 

Tony D. Johnson, Ph.D.c 
Career-Technical Education  
State Director 
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PREFACE 

Section 113(c) (1) of the Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical Education Act of 2006 (P.L. 109-270, 

“Perkins IV”) requires each State that receives a Basic State Grant under Title I of Perkins IV to submit an 

annual report to the Secretary of Education—focused on “the progress of the State in achieving the 

State adjusted levels of performance [ALPs] on the core indicators of performance” required under 

§113(b). Section 113(c) (2) further stipulates that these performance reports must include quantitative 

data on the progress of members of special populations in meeting the ALPs. 

In addition, §205 requires each State that receives a Tech-Prep Education Grant under Perkins IV Title II 

to submit an annual report on the use of Title II funds and “the effectiveness of the tech-prep programs” 

assisted under that title. However, this requirement is waived for States (including DC) that have opted 

to consolidate their Title II allocation into their Title I Basic State Grant. 

Finally, EDGAR sections 840 and 841, respectively (34 CFR Part 80 of the Education Department General 

Administrative Regulations), require State and local governments to submit Annual Performance 

Reports (APRs) and Financial Status Reports (FSRs) on all Federal grants within 90 days of the end of 

each grant year. 

To facilitate compliance with these several reporting requirements, the U.S. Office of Vocational and 

Adult Education (OVAE) of the U.S. Department of Education (ED) has promulgated—with the approval 

of the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB)—the Consolidated Annual Performance, 

Accountability, and Financial Status Report For State-Administered Career and Technical Education 

Programs (OMB Number 1830-0569, usually cited simply as the Consolidated Annual Report, or “CAR”), 

due by December 31 each year. 

The document that follows was prepared in compliance with the CAR requirements by the District of 

Columbia State Office of Career and Technical Education (SOCTE). Included are a cover sheet, narrative 

information on State-level activities, an analysis of State and local level CTE student performance in PY 

2011, and supporting documents. Appended to this narrative are copies of financial status reports, CTE 

participant and concentrator enrollment tallies, and secondary and postsecondary performance 

accountability data sheets that were filed electronically (via a web-based application maintained by 

OVAE). 

CTE State Leadership Activities in the District of Columbia, PY 2011 

DC State Office of Career and Technical Education (SOCTE) 

The State Office of Career and Technical Education encompasses five positions: the State Director of 

CTE, and the Coordinators of: Civil Rights & Gender Equity; Accountability, Monitoring, & Evaluation 

(currently unfilled); Program Development & Curriculum; and Career Development & Assessment. 

Incumbents in the first two positions were transferred from DCPS, while three positions that were 
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vacant on October 2007 have since been filled by competitive recruitment. Core responsibilities and 

activity areas of the five positions include: 

• State CTE Director: Tony D. Johnson 

State level policy and programming and State Plan interpretation; local plan development and local 

applications for assistance; allowable uses of Perkins funds and compliance with all applicable Federal 

and DC statutes and rules; budget management; and, audit findings and resolution; 

• Gender Equity and Civil Rights Methods of Administration Coordinator:  Julia Martas 

Programs, services and activities to prepare students for gender nontraditional careers; services to 

special populations; guidelines for nondiscrimination in CTE; and, civil rights monitoring visits and 

Letters of Finding, and preparation of Voluntary Compliance Plans (VCPs); 

• Accountability, Monitoring & Evaluation Coordinator: Tony D. Johnson (Interim) 

Reporting requirements and performance targets for the State and Local Performance Accountability 

Systems, and preparation of Local Program Improvement Plans; and, monitoring and evaluation desk 

reviews and site visits, and preparation of Corrective Action Plans (CAPs); 

• Program Development and Curriculum Coordinator: Dr. Ann Walkup 

State Approval of CTE Programs of Study; curriculum development, and standards of program quality; 

dual enrollment and articulation agreements; and professional development; 

• Career Development and Assessment Coordinator: Ed Roebuck 

Implementation of technical skill assessments and certifications; operation of Industry Advisory 

Councils; services to correctional inmates; career development counseling; and, Career-Technical 

Student Organizations (CTSOs). 

Within State Perkins IV Allocations, District of Columbia, Program Year 2011 

For PY 2011, the District was allocated a total of $4,349,598 under Perkins IV: 

• $4,214,921 for CTE State Assistance under Title I—the hold harmless minimum allocation for 

small States for over a decade—and, 

• $134,677 for Tech-Prep Education under Title II (a dramatic decrease from the previous year—

the unintended result of a small across-the-board reduction in the allocation that pushed the District 

below a legacy hold harmless level). 

In part as a consequence of the sharp reduction in the Title II allocation, the District elected to exercise 

the option available under §202 of Perkins IV to consolidate its Title II funds into the Title I Basic State 

Assistance Grant. 
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Of the amount allocated each year to each “State” (including, for this purpose, DC, Puerto Rico, and the 

Virgin Islands) under Title I, not less than 85% must be earmarked under §112(a)(1) for subgrants to 

eligible recipients and institutions—secondary and postsecondary CTE program providers. 

Grants to secondary-level recipients—typically Local Education Agencies— are awarded under the 

provisions of §131, while grants to postsecondary eligible institutions—typically community and 

technical colleges—are awarded under §132. Eligible uses of the funds at the local level (both required 

and “permissive”) are detailed in §135. 

Out of the 85% portion of its consolidated Title I and Title II funds—a total of $3,717,360 in PY 2009—

the District elected to maintain its established policy of committing $3,000,000 to secondary CTE (just 

over 80%) and the balance ($717,360, not quite 20%) to postsecondary technical education. 

The remaining 15% of each State’s annual allocation supports activities conducted at the State level. 

Under §112(a) (3), not more than 5% or $250,000—whichever is greater—must be reserved for State 

administration of the Perkins plan. In addition, the State administration portion under §112(a)(3) must 

be matched dollar-for-dollar by the State under the provisions of §112(b), using non-Federal funds. The 

uses of the Federal and State matching funds earmarked for State Administration are detailed in 

sections 112(a)(3), 113, and 121-123. 

Under the provisions of §112(a)(2), the remaining Title I funds, representing not more than 10% of each 

State’s allocation, must be reserved for State Leadership activities—including not more than 1% for 

services to individuals in State-operated institutions (typically correctional institutions) and not less than 

$60,000 nor more than $150,000 for services to prepare students for career areas that are not 

traditional for members of their gender. Both required and permissible uses of State Leadership funds 

are detailed in §124. 

In the majority of States, these provisions together mean that the agency with responsibility for Perkins 

administration at the State level is allocated funds equal to 20% of their Title I State allocation for State 

level activities, evenly divided between State Administration and State Leadership. But because of DC’s 

size, its allocation is frozen at the small State hold harmless level—and at that level, 5% of its annual 

grant represents only $210,746—$39,254 below the minimum $250,000 threshold level for State 

Administration. To raise the State Administration allocation up to the minimum threshold, the shortfall 

must be deducted from State Leadership. 

As a result, DC annually reserves a total of $500,000 in Federal and non-Federal matching funds for State 

Administration, equaling almost 12% of its Title I Perkins grant—but only $382,238 in Federal funds for 

State Leadership activities, representing barely 9% of its Title I grant. Because of its small size, DC is 

actually required to budget a figure equal to slightly more than 20% of its State allocation for activities at 

the State level—specifically, $882,238, equaling not quite 21% of DC’s annual grant. But of that total 

State-level reserve—relatively large as a percentage of the grant, although still relatively small in terms 

of its dollar value—the State Leadership portion represents barely 43%, rather than 50% as in the large 

majority of States. 
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Of the total State Leadership set-aside, DC has reserved the maximum allow- able amount, $150,000, for 

programs to prepare students for employment in high skills, high wage careers that are nontraditional 

for members of their gender (i.e., that reflect a gender imbalance of 75/25 or greater in the labor 

market). The personnel and all other costs of the Civil Rights and Gender Equity Coordinator are 

allocated between the State Leadership funds under §112(a)(2)(B)—nontraditional preparation—and 

the State Administration funds under §112(a)(3), based on time distribution records meeting OMB 

standards.  

In DC’s case, the set-aside for gender equity activities represents a far higher percentage of its total 

State Leadership reserve than would be typical in most States—over 39%.  When this amount is 

subtracted from the total State leadership portion, together with the 1% set-aside for State correctional 

CTE programs (1%, $42,150), the net result is that DC has only $190,088 available each year for all 

“Other State Leadership Activities.” 

Required State Leadership Activities, District of Columbia, Program Year 2011 

1.   Assessment 

In previous years, SOCTE  has interpreted the primary focus of  §124(b)(1) to be, in effect, a one-time 

baseline assessment of CTE, to be conducted every five years during the development of the State Five-

Year Plan for CTE—as opposed to an annual activity. In terms of annual assessment activities, SOCTE had 

focused instead on the annual performance accountability measurements required under §113, and the 

monitoring and evaluation requirements of §112(a)(c)(c). 

But the November 5 final report on the on-site monitoring visit conducted by OVAE over August 10-14, 

2009, cited SOCTE for a failure to conduct a §124(b)(1) assessment during the 2009 program year. As a 

corrective action, OCTE contracted with the Meeder Consulting Group (MCG)to carry out, by April 1, 

2010, “a verified State assessment of the success of DC CTE in meeting the needs of special populations 

and preparing them to meet State performance targets and enter and succeed in postsecondary 

education and high skills, high wage, high demand careers.” 

The assessment was completed on schedule and received high praise from members of the OVAE team 

that carried out a follow-up, “Targeted Monitoring” on-site visit in April of 2010. Based on the 

recommendation of the on-site team, that November 5 finding (A.1.3) has been closed, and the 

assessment has been circulated widely to members and stakeholders of the DC CTE community. 

In 2011, SOCTE has worked with the Meeder Consulting Group (MCG) to identify technical skills 

assessments for CTE programs in DC and to develop a system for implementing the skill assessments.  A 

series of processes, deliverables, and related time frames documented in SOCTE’s agreement with MCG 

culminated with a May 2011 draft of proposed TSAs.  After review, discussion, and specific requests by 

SOCTE, the draft of proposed TSAs was revised and may be viewed below.  Assessments under 

development and to be implemented in 2013* are in the content areas of Auto CAD, Electrical, 

Engineering, and Electro-mechanical Technology. 
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CTE PROGRAM 

 

TSA Assessment Recommendation 

 

Arts, Media & Communication   

Arts, Media & Communication Broadcasting and Journalism (NOCTI Assessment) 

New Media, Journalism, Communications Broadcasting and Journalism (NOCTI Assessment) 

Performing Arts Performing Arts (NOCTI Assessment) 

Visual Arts Visual Arts (NOCTI Assessment) 

    

Biotechnology and Environmental Science   

Biotechnology TSA recommendation pending 

Environmental Science Chemistry AP Exam 

    

Business, Finance and Entrepreneurship   

Finance Finance, ASK Institute (Certificate) 

Business Administration 

Fundamental Business Concepts, ASK Institute  

(Certificate) 

Marketing & Entrepreneurship 

Concepts of Entrepreneurship and Management, 

ASK Institute;  Fundamental Marketing Concepts, 

ASK Institute  (Certificate) 

    

Construction & Design   

Architecture & Design Architecture & Design (NCCER Certificate) 

*Auto-CAD Brainbench CAD series  (Certification) 

Carpentry Carpentry Level One (NCCER Certificate) 

*Electrical Electrical Level One (NCCER Certificate) 

HVAC HVAC (NCCER Certificate) 

Masonry Masonry Level One (NCCER Certificate) 

Plumbing Plumbing (NCCER Certificate) 

Construction Trades Construction Technology V2 (NCCER Certificate) 

Welding and Sheet Metal Welding (NCCER Certificate) 

    

Engineering   

*Engineering PLTW Assessment 

*Electro-mechanical Technology Training 

Elevator/Escalator Apprentice Program Assessment 

(WMATA/METRO)  

Renewable Energy 

Wind Power cert., Solar PV cert., & Energy Auditing 

(**All three will be offered depending on student’s 

focus) (Marcraft Certification) 

Aviation Maintenance Technology 

FAA Aviation Mechanic Powerplant Assessment 

(FAA Certification) 
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Health and Medical Sciences   

Emergency Medical Services Diagnostic Services (NOCTI Assessment)** 

Certified Nursing Assistant 

National Nurse Aid Assessment Examination for the 

DC Nursing Assistant Registry (Issued by NCSBN) 

Biomedical Sciences (UPCOMING PRGM) PLTW Assessment 

    

Hospitality and Tourism   

Culinary Arts ProStart (NRA Certificate)  

Hospitality Management and Tourism Travel & Tourism (NOCTI Assessment) 

    

Human Services, Education and Training   

Early Childhood Education AAFCS Early Childhood (Certification) 

    

Information Technology   

Interactive Media/Graphics Adobe Certified Associate (ADOBE Certification) 

Communications Technology Network Cabling Specialist (CTECH Certification) 

Networking CCENT (Cisco Certification) 

    

Law and Public Safety   

Law, Justice and Security TSA recommendation pending 

    

Transportation   

Automotive Technology 

National Automotive Student Skills Standards 

Assessment (NA3SA/AYES Certificate) 

Auto body Collision Repair 

National Automotive Student Skills Standards 

Assessment (NA3SA/AYES  Certificate) 

 

2.   Technology 

As a follow-up to the Good Jobs, Green Jobs National Conference and Expos in 2009 and 2010, SOCTE 

welcomes both secondary and postsecondary CTE providers in DC to include programs, services, and 

activities addressing Green Collar career opportunities in their Perkins Local Plans and Applications for 

the 2011-2012 program year.  Green tech content has been infused into programs at Columbia Heights 

Education Center, Ballou High School, Wilson High School, Phelps High School, Cardozo High School and 

IDEA Public Charter. 

3.   Professional Development 

In addition to the Math-in-CTE program (see next section), SOCTE renewed state membership with High 

Schools That Work (HSTW) for 2011-2012.  In winter 2011, students and teachers at Booker T. 

Washington PCS and IDEA PCS took the 2011 HSTW Student and Teacher Surveys.  HSTW provided 

professional development to Booker T. Washington staff in response to the survey results, focusing on 

developing strategies for school improvement and student success.  The principal of Booker T. 

Washington and SOCTE staff attended the 25th National HSTW Conference in July 2011, where they 
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discussed planning with HSTW staff.  Funds are available to support up to three HSTW/MMGW pilot 

sites during the 2012 school year. Invitations were sent to DC’s Perkins subrecipients, and conversations 

about an HSTW/MMGW pilot test are taking place with Friendship Collegiate Academy and a Friendship 

middle school. 

SOCTE also renewed its membership with the Association for Career and Technical Education (ACTE) to 

encourage and promote a District of Columbia community of practice.  SOCTE identified two CTE 

teachers for ACTE membership because of their interest in potential board positions for the association 

in DC and paid the registration for one to attend the ACTE Policy Seminar. 

Together with the U.S. department of Education’s Office of Civil Rights and the National Women’s Law 

Center, SOCTE co-sponsored a Civil Rights and Title IX training workshop on January 20, 2011, with over 

seventy-eight attendees from DCPS and public charters.  The workshop was facilitated by the Women’s 

Research in Education Institution.   

4.   Academic Integration 

In partnership with the National Research Center for CTE (NRCCTE) and DCPS, SOCTE conducted 

extensive planning in 2009 for the 2010-2011 implementation of the research-tested Math-In-CTE 

Professional Development Model for integrating and strengthening teachers’ instruction of math skills 

and students’ mastery of math skills in addition to preparing them for advanced technological study. 

Funded by the US Department of Education, the NRCCTE first piloted Math-in-CTE as a random 

assignment experimental research study.  After one year of exposure to the study’s math-enhanced 

lessons, students in the experimental classrooms performed significantly better on Accuplacer and 

TerraNova post-tests. These two tests are commonly used as college placement instruments to 

determine whether a student is prepared to succeed in college-level math (and English) courses.   

The Math-in-CTE Model pairs each CTE teacher with a high school math teacher to identify math 

concepts in the CTE curriculum and develop lesson plans to enhance math instruction in CTE courses.  

Participants in training sessions present their new lessons to their colleagues, who become a community 

of practice.  Lessons are then collaboratively revised and refined prior to being taught in regular 

classrooms.  Teachers then report the results for feedback and further refinement if necessary. 

Teachers from seven public and charter DC high schools engaged in ten intensive, day-long professional 

development sessions conducted in 2010-2011. A new community of practice was developed with the 

goal of increasing successful transitions of DC secondary students to postsecondary education without 

the need for remediation in math. 

5.   Nontraditional Careers 

SOCTE held its Fifth Annual Young Women’s Conference on April 2, 2011, at Gallaudet University and 

featuring keynote speeches by the underwater archeologist and Head Conservator at the Conservatory 

Laboratory in Maryland and the Director of the DC Homeland Security Emergency Management Agency. 
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An interactive Expo showcased exhibits presented by representatives of twenty-one national and 

regional business and industry organizations, trade unions, two-and four-year colleges and universities, 

and public and private agencies, including NCIS and NASA. 

Two hundred and eight young women from DC public and public charter schools attended and were 

accompanied by seventy-eight parents—an increase from 2010. Ninety-one percent of the participants 

turned in a written evaluation, and of those, ninety-six rated the experience “Great”; not a single 

negative evaluation was submitted. 

SOCTE also arranged for young women from Phelps Architecture, Construction, and Engineering High 

School to participate in a panel discussion during the National Girls Collaborative Project Collaboration 

Conference in March 2011. 

Attendance was also arranged for fifteen girls from DC schools to the White House Champions for 

Change event sponsored by the White House Office of Science Technology Policy to honor Twelve 

Champions of Change for Women and Girls in STEM. 

In March 2011, DC parents were trained to use the American Careers Magazine Parent Resource Guide, 

a career/education planning guide aimed at entering high school students and their parents, counselors, 

and teachers. The guide was produced in fall 2010, and SOCTE published and distributed 24,000 copies 

of a 2010-2011 District of Columbia Special Edition. 

6.   Partnerships 

In 2011, SOCTE maintained its partnerships with the following entities: 

• Higher Education Financial Services-OSSE  

• Interactive NASA Space Physics Ionosphere Radio Experiment (INSPIRE Project, Inc.)- 

• International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW)  

• Ironworkers Joint Apprenticeship Program/Rodmen Local 201  

• Jobs for America’s Graduates (JAG) –DC  

• Joint Educational Facilities, Inc.  

• NASA Space Ambassador Program  

• National Coalition for Women and Girls in Education   

• National Technical Association  

• National Women's Law Center   

• Naval Criminal Investigative Services (NCIS)  
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• Reiter’s Books  

• Sheetmetal Workers International Association, Local Union 100  

• The Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers (SHPE) – DC Chapter 

• American Association of University Women  

• Association of Career and Technical Education 

• Auto Youth Educational Systems (AYES) 

• Career & Technical Education Equity Council 

• Council of Chief State School Officers 

• DC Metropolitan Police Department 

• National Alliance for Partnerships and Equity (NAPE) 

• National Association for Career and Technical Education State Directors 

• National High Schools that Work-SREB 

• National Restaurant Association 

• Prime Movers 

• Project Lead the Way 

• SkillsUSA 

• The National Center for Construction Education and Research (NCCER) 

• The National Partnership for Law, Public Safety, Corrections & Security (NPLPCS) 

• Toyota Motors 

• Women in Engineering Program at the A. James Clark School of Engineering University of        

Maryland 

7.   Correctional CTE 

CTE Programming for District of Columbia Youth Correctional Center Inmates Section 112(a)(2)(A) of 

Perkins IV authorizes each State to commit up to 1% of its annual CTE State Assistance Grant to services 

for individuals in State- operated institutions. This set-aside of State Leadership funds was originally 

earmarked for correctional inmates only, but the scope was broadened with the passage of Perkins III to 

include clients of other State institutions, such as State schools for the deaf. 
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Since 2009 until the present, a set of CTE program offerings were developed for the New           

Beginnings Youth Development Center inmates through collaboration between DC’s Department of 

Youth Rehabilitation Services (DYRS) and the See Forever Foundation.  The set-aside funds have 

supported three intensive, eight-week CTE Career Academies/Career Pathways at the youth 

development center: Automotive Technology, Culinary Arts, and Carpentry.   

8.   Special Populations 

According to its targeted monitoring plan, SOCTE performed Civil Rights and Gender Equity monitoring 

at four DC LEA sites this year and fulfilled reporting requirements.   Additionally, the District of Columbia 

maintains a strategy for ensuring: 

(a), that members of special populations are provided with equal access to Perkins-funded programs, 

services, and activities; 

(b), that they are not discriminated against on the basis of their special populations status; and, 

(c), that they are provided with programs designed to enable them to meet or exceed State adjusted 

levels of performance and to prepare them for further learning and entry and success in high skills, high 

wage, high demand occupations. 

The D.C. Human Rights Act of 1977, as amended, D.C. Official Code, §2-1401.01, et seq., outlaws 

discrimination on the basis of (among other things) actual or perceived disability, family status, sex, 

family responsibilities, marital status, and limited English proficiency. 

As a result, any discrimination against members of the special populations defined in §3(29) of Perkins 

IV is a violation of District law, and will subject the violator to a broad range of civil sanctions. 

Compliance with District and Federal civil rights statues and regulations will be monitored and tested 

through the Civil Rights Methods of Administration process. 

The DC State Minimum Criteria of Career-Technical Education Program Quality not only recapitulate the 

requirements for “Equity, Equal Access, and Full Participation” for members of special populations, and 

the express prohibition against discrimination in any form, but also set forth challenging standards of 

program quality designed to ensure that all successful completers of CTE programs of study in DC, 

including members of special populations, meet or exceed State performance targets and are fully 

prepared for both postsecondary education and lifelong learning and high skills, high wage, high 

demand careers. 

The District of Columbia State Standards of Service for Members of Special Populations forbid 

discrimination against the Perkins IV special populations and other target groups, and require that full 

and equal access to Perkins-funded programs, services and activities be afforded to all members of 

special populations. 
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The State Standards of Service further set forth the special services and supports that should be 

provided to students with disabilities, students with disadvantages, students preparing for 

nontraditional careers, and special needs students in general, as well as the requirements for monitoring 

and evaluating the progress of those students.  All current and prospective CTE providers must accept 

and abide by the State Standards in order to receive Perkins funds. 

Occupational Special Education (OSE) 

Based on the experience of countries throughout the industrialized world, DC anticipates that only a 

relative handful of students—5% or less, students the U.S. Department of Education characterizes as 

“students with the most significant cognitive disabilities”—may never be able to reach the benchmark 

levels of mastery of common core knowledge and skills that are required for entry and success in CTE, 

postsecondary education, and high skills careers. 

In general, these are students who—as specified by valid, negotiated, Individual Education Plans (IEPs)— 

a. are not candidates for mainstreaming into approved CTE programs of study, even with substantial 

support;  

b. are not preparing to graduate from high school (or enroll in an AAS or certificate program at the 

postsecondary level); and, 

c. are planning to make an initial entry into the labor market via a sheltered or supported employment 

environment. 

9.   Technical Assistance 

SOCTE regularly provides all of its LEA subrecipients and the Community College of the District of 

Columbia (CCDC) with technical assistance for the development of Five-Year Plans, Annual Revisions and 

Budget Updates to the Plans and provides individualized custom technical assistance for any requests 

for guidance or assistance.  Whenever SOCTE is expecting to enact a change or implement new policy 

and procedure, it provides technical assistance sessions collectively for LEAs and the CCDC as well as 

technical assistance customized for the disparate needs of Perkins subrecipients.  Technical assistance 

provided is intended for program improvement and to facilitate sub-grantees in making progress to 

fulfill the purposes of the Perkins legislation. 

In 2011, SOCTE has been preparing for the 2012 provision of technical assistance to introduce  

subrecipients to two new components of policy and procedures for administering the Perkins Grant.  

SOCTE has extended its previous work with Meeder Consulting Group (MCG) to include the 

development of a new Technical Skill Assessment system for DC CTE by creating a step-by-step 

comprehensive policy and procedure guide for implementing technical skill assessments.  It will include 

an explanation of the action steps each LEA must take to purchase, proctor, and enter data on technical 

skill assessments and explain basic steps for review and acting upon relevant data from the assessments, 
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as well as options for attaching "stakes" to the assessments, and an explanation of the respective roles 

of administrators, teachers and other staff.   

SOCTE has also been in the process of researching and developing a Program of Study review and 

approval system.  MCG is under contract to assist in identifying high quality criteria for CTE Programs of 

Study that meet the requirements of Perkins legislation and reflect current best practices.  Materials to 

be produced will provide instructive guidance for subrecipients to develop or improve upon strategies 

for building strong Programs of Study.  MCG will review and update current guidance about Programs of 

Study, provide technical assistance with grantees to perform gap analyses to determine where 

improvement is needed in their current Programs of Study, and identify what actions are needed to 

address the gaps. 

Selected Permissible State Leadership Activities, District of Columbia, PY 2011 

The following are selected State Leadership activities during Program Year and Calendar Year 2011 that 

were tied to permissible uses of §112(a)(2) funds: 

Secondary/Postsecondary Articulation Agreements 

Integral to well-developed  Programs of Study is the District’s long-range goal of seamless bridges 

between all secondary CTE providers in DC and both UDC/CCDC and other District, regional, and national 

postsecondary institutions.  Currently, as depicted in the following table, every DC CTE LEA has a 

Program of Study with a dual enrollment or articulation agreement in place, and it is SOCTE’s intention 

to provide more postsecondary options outside of the Washington region in the future. 

District of Columbia CTE Articulation/Dual Enrollment Agreements for Programs of Study 

Program Title Type of 

Agreement 

Secondary Postsecondary Date Entered Duration of 

Agreement 

Aviation 

Maintenance 

Technology 

Articulation  DCPS University of the 

District of 

Columbia 

Community 

College (CCDC) 

2010 Continuous 

Auto CAD Dual 

Enrollment 

Booker T. 

Washington 

PCS 

CCDC 2010 Continuous 

Auto CAD Dual 

Enrollment 

Integrated 

Design 

Electronics 

CCDC 2010 Continuous 
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Academy PCS 

Automotive 

Technology 

Dual 

Enrollment 

DCPS CCDC 2012 Continuous 

Biotechnology Articulation DCPS Montgomery 

College (MD) 

2009 Continuous 

Certified 

Nursing 

Assistant 

Articulation Friendship 

Collegiate PCS 

CCDC 2010 Continuous 

Introduction to 

Business 

Dual 

Enrollment 

DCPS CCDC 2011 Continuous 

Engineering Articulation DCPS Project Lead the 

Way (National) 

2004 Continuous 

 

Two new agreements of note include a Business dual enrollment agreement between CCDC and DCPS 

that is being offered at Woodson High School and includes the equivalent of three college courses: 

Introduction to Business, Finite Mathematics, and English 101.  This is the first CTE dual enrollment 

agreement in DC that includes two college-level academic courses.  Another dual enrollment agreement 

coming to completion is between CCDC and DCPS for an Automotive Technology program.  It will offer 

fifteen college credits and will be located at Ballou High School in northeast Washington, DC. 

In 2011, SOCTE continued the negotiation of secondary to postsecondary articulation agreements with 

partners, primarily the District of Columbia Public Schools and the Community College of the District of 

Columbia.  With a renewed emphasis on workforce development and employment in the District of 

Columbia, particular attention was paid to current labor market needs.   

SOCTE’s most thorough analysis of Greater DC Metropolitan labor market data to date was conducted to 

determine which CTE programs should be the next focus for developing dual enrollment agreements.  

Some sources considered were Help Wanted: Projections of Jobs and Education Requirements through 

2018 compiled by The Georgetown University Center on Education and the Workforce; An Economy 

That Works: Job Creation and America’s Future by The McKinsey Global Institute; District of Columbia 

Industry and Occupational Projections, 2008-2018 by The Department of Employment Services; Not Just 

Kid Stuff Anymore: The Economic Imperative for More Adults to Complete College prepared by the 

Center for Law and Social Policy and the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems 

(NCHEMS); and ”Workforce Trends in and Occupational Forecasts for the District of Columbia, 2010-

2020” prepared by Stephen Fuller and Ellen Harpel in the GMU Center for Regional Analysis. 
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The selection of CTE program areas agreed upon as priorities for developing dual enrollment 

agreements was also based on the readiness or importance of specific programs in DCPS and CCDC.  The 

following table indicates which programs and postsecondary courses are targeted for creating smooth 

transitions from secondary program courses to postsecondary courses.  Standards-based curriculum and 

assessment alignment is and will be ongoing throughout 2012. 

CCDC Program  DCPS Program CCDC 

Courses 

Architectural 

Engineering 

Technology 

Architecture & 

Design 

3505 101,   

3505 102   

Automotive 

Technology 

Automotive 

Technology 

6100 101 

Business Technology Business 

Administration 

2217 120 , 

2207 208 

Computer 

Accounting 

Technology 

Finance 2131 201 

2201 201 

CCNA Networking CSNT 

courses 

Early Childhood 

Education 

Early 

Childhood 

Education 

CDA 

course, 

4319 105 

Graphic 

Communication 

Technology 

Interactive 

Media 

4101 105, 

4104 109  

Hospitality 

Management & 

Tourism 

Hospitality 

Mgt. 

2214 104, 

2214 204       

(or 2214 222 

) 

Law Enforcement Law, Justice & 

Security 

1125 100,  

1125 102 

Nursing Nursing CNA or LPN 

 

Career-Technical Student Organizations (CTSOs) 

DC’s Five-Year State Plan for CTE supports implementation of appropriate CTSOs for CTE programs in the 

District. Three of the nine national CTSO’s referenced in the State Plan are currently active in DCPS high 

schools, SkillsUSA, FBLA (Future Business Leaders of America), and HOSA (Health Occupations Students 

of America).  SOCTE has committed both staff time and State Leadership funds to support all three 

organizations. 

Public Charter High Schools 
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One new public charter initiated work on an application for CTE program funding in 2011, Hospitality 

High Public Charter School.  Proportionately, public charter schools (PCS) play a larger role in public 

education in the District of Columbia than in any other State, with a market share that has grown rapidly 

over the past decade and a half and now exceeds 30%. The majority of DC PCS are elementary or middle 

schools, but three public charter high schools are currently participants in the Perkins program; under 

the allocation formula originally negotiated with OVAE in 2008, they receive approximately 14% of the 

funds available for secondary CTE providers under §131 of Perkins IV, and a majority of the technical 

assistance provided to eligible recipients under §124(b) (9). 

 

State Improvement Plan Priorities 

The Perkins eligible agency of any State in which the aggregate performance of all its subgrantees in 

any program year on any indicator under §113 falls below 90% of the negotiated target level for that 

indicator for that year must submit a State Program Improvement Plan (SPIP) to OVAE, in compliance 

with §123(a) (1).  Based on SOCTE’s analysis of improvement needs in DC CTE, the following CTE plan 
improvements will be implemented to support continuous improvement on Perkins indicators 1S1, 1S2, 
2S1, and 4S1.  The accompanying chart, SOCTE State Plan Action Steps (pages 22-25), details the 
specific action steps that SOCTE will put in place immediately to address performance levels for the 
indicators that we did not meet.  
 
The District of Columbia’s school reform effort is laser-focused on providing high quality schools for 

District youth. This focus also includes a priority of increasing the opportunities for students in DCPS and 

charter schools to access and participate in career development clusters and pathways. Although the 

District of Columbia has a number of school improvement strategies in place, we have not been able to 

meet our CTE performance targets for indicators 1S1, 1S2, 2S1, and 4S1 from 2009-2011. This statewide 

program improvement plan will provide targeted interventions to include: 

Intervention #1: CTE Specific Professional Development 

 

Intervention #2: Targeted Technical Assistance 

 

Intervention #3: Technical Skill Assessment 

 

Intervention #4: Data Management System 

Statewide Leadership--Program Improvement 

Intervention #1: CTE Specific Professional Development (1S1, 1S2) 

 

The Office of Career and Technical Education staff will actively participate in the National Career Clusters 

Institute and gather information about state-of-the-art policies and practices in the areas of career 
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clusters, career academies, career pathways, and programs of study. The SOCTE will develop targeted 

professional development workshops and on-site trainings for CTE teachers. Targeted trainings will 

begin in spring 2012, and will occur continuously. Trainings will focus on the following core areas: 

reading strategies across CTE curricula, math integration across CTE curricula, technical skill assessment 

implementation, Career and Technical Student Organizations (CTSOs), career pathways, and benefits of 

internships and extended learning opportunities for CTE students. 

 

Intervention #2: Targeted Technical Assistance (1S1, 1S2, 2S1, 4S1) 

The Office of Career and Technical Education will provide bi-monthly targeted technical assistance to 

LEAs. CTE staff will work with sub-grantees to identify goals, analyze data, target program improvement 

areas, and provide ancillary support to maximize students’ exposure to CTE fields and increase student 

learning. Teachers will have an opportunity to work in online learning communities to share best 

practices and share ideas about strategies to support student success in CTE programs.  

Intervention #3: Technical Skill Assessment (2S1) 

The DC State Office of CTE is also implementing a new technical skills assessment (TSA) system with 

state-approved, valid and reliable assessments (listed on pages 17-20) that accommodate the diversity 

in CTE programs and meet the federal requirements.  

Beginning with SY 2013, new assessments will be phased in over a three-year period.  TSAs will be field 

tested in four career clusters in SY 2012.  The programs in the field test phase will report both test 

scores and class grades.  Phase one of the official TSA implementation begins in SY 2013.  In SY 2014, 

another group of programs will begin implementing testing and reporting TSA scores.  By SY 2015, all 

sub-grantees will begin implementing and reporting on the TSA scores. As a first step in this effort, 

SOCTE has identified valid and reliable TSAs to:    

• Document attainment of industry-based technical knowledge and skills;  

• Document evidence of career development and preparation;  

• Document readiness for secondary-to-postsecondary CTE program transition; and  

• Evaluate CTE programs for continuous improvement.  

Ultimately, the new TSA system will provide the District of Columbia with the data needed to meet 

federal Perkins reporting requirements, and, most importantly, the system will provide educators with 

timely and useful feedback on student learning and the extent to which students are emerging with the 

competencies needed to be successful in their respective career paths.  

 

Intervention #4: Data Management System (2S1, 4S1) 
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SOCTE is working with the OSSE Statewide Longitudinal Education Data (SLED) System to develop a data 

management system to improve the gathering, reporting, and analysis of data for program 

improvement.   SOCTE is in the process of identifying data elements and sources necessary for more 

effective monitoring and reporting and will work with sub-grantees to clarify what information and 

outcomes to report and to assist them in efforts to improve data quality.  In addition to gathering 

baseline data, SOCTE will provide technical assistance and professional development to help sub-

grantees understand and prepare for student data reporting cycles and subsequent use of data for gap 

analysis to drive stronger assessment outcomes.    

 

TSA Cluster Implementation  

 
 

 

CAREER CLUSTER 

 

 

PROGRAM 

 

TECHNICAL SKILL ASSESSMENT 

Construction & Design   

 Carpentry  NCCER Carpentry – Level 1 

 NCCER Carpentry – Level 2 

 NCCER Carpentry – Level 3 

 NCCER Carpentry – Level 4 

 Electrical  NCCER Electrical  - Level 1 

 NCCER Electrical – Level 2 

 NCCER Electrical – Level 3 

 NCCER Electrical – Level 4 

 HVAC  NCCER HVAC – Level 1 

 NCCER HVAC – Level 2 

 NCCER HVAC – Level 3 

 NCCER HVAC – Level 4 

 Masonry  NCCER Masonry – Level 1 

 NCCER Masonry – Level 2 

 NCCER Masonry – Level 3 

 Plumbing  NCCER Plumbing – Level 1 

 NCCER Plumbing – Level 2 

 NCCER Plumbing - Level 3 

 NCCER Plumbing – Level 4 

 Welding and Sheet Metal  NCCER Welding – Level 1 

 NCCER Welding – Level 2 

 NCCER Welding – Level 3 

   

Engineering   

 Electro-mechanical Technology 

Training 
 WMATA/METRO 

Elevator/Escalator Apprentice 

Program Assessment  
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 Engineering PLTW End of Course Assessments
1
: 

 Aerospace Engineering (AE) 

 Biotechnical Engineering (BE) 

 Civil Engineering & Architecture 

(CEA) 

 Computer Integrated 

Manufacturing (CIM) 

 Digital Electronics (DE) 

 Introduction to Engineering 

Design (IED) 

 Principals of Engineering (POE) 

 Aviation Maintenance 

Technology 
 FAA Aviation Mechanic 

Powerplant Certificate 

   

Health & Medical 

Sciences 

  

 Biomedical Sciences PLTW End of Course Assessments: 

 Human Body Systems (HBS) 

 Medical Interventions (MI) 

 Principles of the Biomedical 

Sciences (PBS) 

 

   

Transportation   

 Automotive Technology Automobile - National Automotive Student 

Skills Standards Assessment 

(NA3SA/AYES Certificate) 

 Suspension and Steering 

 Brakes 

 Electrical/Electronic Systems 

 Engine Performance 

 Engine Repair 

 Automatic Transmission/Transaxle 

 Manual Drive Train and Axles 

 Heating and Air Conditioning 

 Auto body Collision Repair Collision Repair - National Automotive 

Student Skills Standards Assessment 

(NA3SA/AYES Certificate) 

 Painting and Refinishing 

 Structural Analysis and Damage 

Repair 
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 Non-structural Analysis and 

Damage Repair 

 Mechanical and Electrical 

Arts, Media & 

Communication 

  

 Mass Media & Communications  Broadcasting and Journalism 

(NOCTI Assessment) 

 New Media, Journalism, 

Communications 
 Broadcasting and Journalism 

(NOCTI Assessment) 

 Performing Arts  Performing Arts (NOCTI 

Assessment) 

 Visual Arts  Visual Arts (NOCTI Assessment) 

   

Biotechnology and 

Environmental Science 

   

 Biotechnology  TSA recommendation pending 

 Environmental Science  TSA recommendation pending 

   

Business, Finance and 

Entrepreneurship 

   

 Finance  ASK Institute – Finance 

Certification 

 Business Administration  ASK Institute - Fundamental 

Business Concepts Certification 

 Marketing & Entrepreneurship  ASK Institute - Concepts of 

Entrepreneurship and Management 

Certification 

 ASK Institute - Fundamental 

Marketing Concepts Certification 

 

 

 

 

   

Construction & Design   

 Architecture & Design  Architectural Drafting Skills 

Connect Assessment (SkillsUSA) 

 AutoCAD  AutoDesk Certified Associate - 

AutoCAD 

   

Engineering   
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 Renewable Energy  Marcraft - Wind Power 

Certification 

 Marcraft - Solar PV Certification 

 Marcraft - Energy Auditing 

Certification 

   

Health and Medical 

Sciences 

  

 Emergency Medical Services  Diagnostic Services (NOCTI 

Assessment) 

**NREMT EMT Basic Certification 

preferred, but student must be 18 to sit for 

test. 

 Certified Nursing Assistant  National Nurse Aid Assessment 

Examination for the DC Nursing 

Assistant Registry (Issued by 

NCSBN) 

   

Hospitality & Tourism   

 Culinary Arts  NRA ProStart Certificate  

 Hospitality Management and 

Tourism 
 AHLEI Lodging Management 

Program – Year 1 Certificate  

 AHLEI Lodging Management 

Program – Year 2 Certificate 

   

Human Services, 

Education & Training 

  

 Early Childhood Education  AAFCS Early Childhood 

Education 

Competency Assessment and 

Certification 

   

Information Technology   

 Interactive Media/Graphics  Adobe Certified Associate  

 Communications Technology  C-TECH Network Cabling 

Specialist Certification 

 Networking  Cisco CENT Certification 

   

Law & Public Safety   

 Law, Justice and Security  TSA Recommendation Pending 
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I. THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA’S CTE/LEA PERFORMANCE TARGETS 

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 6 Column 7 Column 8 

Core Indicator Measurement 
Definition 

Measurement 
Approach 

Final Agreed 
Upon Baseline 

Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 

7/1/08- 
6/30/09 

7/1/09- 6/30/10 7/1/10- 
6/30/11 

1S1  
Academic Attainment 
in Reading/ Language 

Arts 

Numerator: Number 
of CTE concentrators 
who scored 
proficient or 
advanced in 
reading/language 
arts on the DC-CAS. 
Denominator: 
Number of CTE 
concentrators who 
took the DC-CAS. 

State/Local 
Administrative 

Records 
 

 
B:25% L: 59% 

A:45.12% 

 

 
L:65% 
 
A: 52.33% 

 
L:71% 
 
A: 53.33% 

1S2  
Academic Attainment 

in Mathematics 

Numerator: Number 
of CTE concentrators 
who scored 
proficient or 
advanced in 
mathematics on the 
DC-CAS. 
Denominator: 
Number of CTE 
concentrators who 
took the DC-CAS.: 

State/Local 
Administrative 

Records 
 

 
B:25% L:47% 

A: 40% 

 

 
P:64% 
 
A: 42.49% 
 
 

 
P:70% 
 
A: 50.36% 
 
 

2S1  
Technical Skill 

Attainment 

Numerator: Number 
of CTE completers 
who passed industry-
based technical skill 
assessments. Proxy 
Measure: Number of 
12th grade CTE 
concentrators who 
attained a GPA of 2.0 
or greater in their 
program of study. 
Denominator: 
Number of CTE 
completers who took 
technical skill 
assessments. Proxy 
Measure: Number of 
12th grade CTE 
concentrators 

State/Local 
Administrative 

Records 
 

 
B:75% L:80% 

A: 91.48% 

 

 

 
P: 82.5% 
 
A: 91.70% 
 
 

 
P:85% 
 
A: 73.68% 
 
 

4S1  
Student Graduation 

Rates 

Numerator: Number 
of CTE concentrators 
who were counted as 
graduated in the 
State NCLB 
graduation rate 
computation for the 
reporting 
year. 
Denominator: 

State/Local 
Administrative 

Records 
 

 
B:50% L:70% 

A: 100% 

 

 
P:75% 
 
A: 100% 
 
 

 
P:80% 
 
A: 46.97% 
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Number of CTE 
concentrators who 
were counted in the 
State NCLB 
graduation rate 
computation for the 
reporting year.: 

 

II. SOCTE STATE PLAN ACTION STEPS 

Core Indicator Action Steps 2012-2014 Evidence Timeline Responsible Staff 
1S1  

Academic Attainment 
in Reading/ Language 

Arts 

 Collaborate with 
LEAs to identify 
supplementary 
materials that 
support 
reading/language 
arts 

 Collaborate with 
OSSE’s Division of 
Elementary and 
Secondary 
Education on the 
integration of 
Common Core 
Standards across 
the CTE curriculum 

 Provide training 
and technical 
assistance around 
the analysis of data 
on a bi-monthly 
basis for CTE 
student data  

 Conduct bi-
monthly technical 
assistance for CTE 
LEAs focusing on 
data, instructional 
innovation, culture, 
and environment.  

Training Agendas 
 
Inventory of 
Assessments 
 
Monitoring Reports 
 
 

January 2012-
June 2014 

Tony Johnson 
Ed Roebuck 

1S2  
Academic Attainment 

in Mathematics 

 Collaborate with 
LEAs to identify 
supplementary 
materials that 
support 
mathematics 

Training Agendas 
 
Inventory of 
Assessments 
 
Monitoring Reports 

January 2012-
June 2014 

Tony Johnson 
Ed Roebuck 
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 Collaborate with 
OSSE’s Division of 
Elementary and 
Secondary 
Education on the 
integration of 
Common Core 
Standards across 
the CTE curriculum 

 Provide training 
and technical 
assistance around 
the analysis of data 
on a bi-monthly 
basis for CTE 
student data  

 Conduct bi-
monthly technical 
assistance of CTE 
LEAs which will 
focus on data, 
instructional 
innovation, culture, 
and environment.  
 

 

2S1  
Technical Skill 

Attainment 

 Provide Technical 
Skill Assessment 
Framework, policy, 
and professional 
development 

 Create a three-year 
phasing in plan for 
mandatory 
technical skill 
assessment (Year 
1: Technical skill 
assessments will be 
voluntary, Year 2: 
50% of sub-
grantees will be 
required to 
administer 
technical skill 
assessments, Year 
3: 100% of sub-
grantees will be 

OSSE Technical Skill 
Assessment Policy 
Manual 
 
LEA support briefing 
documents 

January 2012-
June 2014 

Ed Roebuck 
Tony Johnson 
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required to 
administer 
technical skill 
assessments and 
report the data to 
SOCTE. Local plans 
will require the 
integration of 
technical skill 
assessments. 

 Implement 
targeted LEA 
support for 
technical skill 
attainment 
including 
professional 
development, 
increasing 
requirements for 
CTE teachers, and 
promoting and 
supporting CTE 
integrated 
conferences for 
teachers and 
students 

 Continuously 
monitor the core 
components  of 
CTE programs 

4S1  
Student Graduation 

Rates 

 Increase 
accountability and 
reporting 
procedures 

 Conduct a citywide 
audit of existing 
and proposed CTE 
programs 

 Analyze data to 
provide targeted 
intervention 
strategies; LEAs will 
submit the 
following data 
indicators for CTE 

Interim Assessment 
Data 
 
SAT and PSAT Data 
 
Truancy Data 
 
Suspension Data 
 
Training Agendas 
 
Inventory of 
Assessments 
 
Monitoring Reports 

January 2012-
June 2014 

Ann Walkup 
Tony Johnson 
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students:  
- Interim 

assessment 
data 

- SAT & PSAT 
data 

- Truancy data 
- Suspension 

data 

 

III: SUBRECIPIENT PERFORMANCE ON CORE INDICATOR TARGETS 
 
Annually, the DC State Office of CTE evaluates the CTE activities of each subrecipient using the local 
adjusted levels of performance described in Perkins section 113 (b) (4).  The landscape of CTE in the 
District of Columbia is composed of five subrecipients: 1) the DC Public Schools, 2) the Community 
College of DC, 3) Booker T. Washington Public Charter, 4) Friendship Collegiate Public Charter, and 5) 
IDEA Public Charter.  The table below indicates the number of DC subrecipients that either achieved or 
did not achieve 90% of the performance target for each indicator for PY 2011. 
   
  

Indicator Level 
# made 90% 
Target 

# missed 90% 
of target 

1S1 Secondary 0 5 

1S2 Secondary 0 5 

2S1 Secondary 2 3 

3S1 Secondary 3 2 

4S1 Secondary 0 5 

5S1 Secondary 0 5 

6S1 Secondary 4 1 

6S2 Secondary 3 2 

1P1 Postsecondary 0 1 

2P1 Postsecondary 1 0 

3P1 Postsecondary 1 0 

4P1 Postsecondary 1 0 

5P1 Postsecondary 1 0 

5P2 Postsecondary 1 0 

  
 
III: DISAGGREGATED GROUPS 
 
The Perkins eligible agency of any State in which the aggregate performance of all its subgrantees in any 

program year on any indicator under §113 falls below 90% of the negotiated target level for that 
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indicator for that year must submit a State Program Improvement Plan to OVAE, in compliance with 

§123(a) (1).  Based on SOCTE’s analysis of improvement needs in DC CTE, the following CTE plan 

improvements will be implemented for PY 2012: (1) CTE specific professional development, (2) targeted 

technical assistance, (3) technical skill assessment, and the (4) data management system. The 

disaggregated categories of students for which there were quantifiable disparities or gaps in 

performance compared to all students are listed in the appended Disaggregated Groups chart. The CTE 

State Office will monitor the performance of this group quarterly. School-based targeted professional 

development and the assessment of data on an on-going basis will be used to foster improvements. 

 
  
 


